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is bound to go. For instance, if a child's only interest in
painting is sloshing large dabs of paint on a piece of paper,
he will soon need a new occupation. And if his education,
or lack of education, has been such that he has at once
been able to turn to a new sense stimulus, he will never
learn to get the pleasure and absorption that is the result
of getting secondary and more complex interests in the
simple object. Deeper and more lasting interest does not
develop at once, and the teacher's task is to help the child
to continue the occupation at the cost of some effort, in
order to give this secondary interest opportunity of growth,
All such difficulties are greatly enhanced by the neglect
of a child's characteristics. In discussing the question of
concentration x it was shown that the rate at which people
became absorbed in a piece of work varied considerably,
and in the case of a bird-witted child efforts should be
made to transfer his interest quickly from one aspect of
the work in hand to another. Thus it is almost useless to
say to a little child, ' Go on painting that flower till you
can do it better.' He is tired of painting the flower and
skill lies in suggesting to "him some such reason for looking
at it again and copying it more accurately—that he gets
the six white petals in so beautifully that some one thinks
his picture is a real flower, &c.
Such children very often need the steady influence of
routine and their desire for change should not find easy
satisfaction. The skill of the teacher lies in finding occu-
pations for them that they see are necessary and which
will keep them happily but not excitedly employed.
There is not any possibility of formulating rules generally
applicable to such children. Lack of concentration or bird-
wittedness, obstinacy, etc., are faults for which the causes
must be sought in the growing personality of the child.
It is this need of knowing ,the individuals of a class, of
having sufficient knowledge of psychology to see the
1 See p. 183.

